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Abstract—With the proliferation of data, components and services on the internet, cyber-physical systems are growing up these last years. Machine-to-Machine (M2M) is an example of a cyber-physical system where mobile communication is enabled between sensors, gateways and application services. M2M is used in several domains and in particular, in critical ones such as the healthcare domain. In such domains, requirements in term of Quality of Service (QoS) and particularly time related requirements in mobile environments must be rigorously respected. It is important to define an approach to ensure and validate these systems against these requirements. In this paper, we are interested in Publish/Subscribe M2M communication based model. Our goal is to define a formal approach that aims at designing and validating M2M systems where we consider M2M mobile sensors and time related requirements. We define a graph based model to characterize Publish/Subscribe M2M systems and model checking mechanisms to enable verification techniques.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Machine-to-Machine communications is a large label. It can be described as any technology involving a large number of intelligent machines sharing information and making collaborative decisions without human assistance. M2M networks evolve a wide variety of real-time monitoring applications such as smart homes, industrial automation and remote healthcare. In such systems, several communications models are deployed to enable communication between machines [1]. To ensure asynchronous communication, Publish/Subscribe pattern is a good alternative to enable a full decoupling in time and space. This model allows efficient, distributed and selective content data delivery to a big number of users which addresses the scalability issue of M2M networks.

M2M research is moving rapidly to support M2M communications requirements. The issue of Quality of Service (QoS) is high in the M2M field. In our study, we are interested in time related QoS properties. In fact, M2M applications use public telecommunications networks to transfer data between devices and servers where data transfer delays must be respected. Another issue is: M2M devices are mobile and change location and the network they use for communications can affect the temporal requirements. To cater for dynamic changes of temporal properties due to M2M devices mobility, we need to define monitoring and verification mechanisms to ensure temporal constraints.

The presented work aims to define a formal verification and validation framework to monitor and ensure temporal constraints within mobile Publish/Subscribe M2M systems. Given a mobile M2M system, our goal is to analyze the events of this system. More particularly, we focus on the temporal properties analysis. In fact, we intend to verify that the events driven from the M2M based component system, satisfy hard temporal constraints throughout the execution of the M2M application whatever the telecommunication network in service to handle the data traffic generated by the M2M devices. To do so, we rely on an autonomic manager to monitor temporal related requirements and trigger alarms in case of their violation. The knowledge base of the proposed framework is composed of graph-based models to characterize structural and temporal properties of Publish/Subscribe M2M systems and timed automata for temporal constraints checking. We conducted a healthcare case study to validate our approach where stringent transmission delay’s requirements should be respected for the continuous remote monitoring of patients vital signs.

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we present the approach we propose to monitor and verify M2M systems while considering time related requirements and mobile devices. In section III we describe the experimentation setup. Section IV concludes and gives some perspectives for future work.

II. APPROACH

In this section, we present the proposed framework. Our objective is to check if the features of a connection (e.g transmission times), verify temporal constraints. After monitoring the connection status between an M2M device and the M2M server at application level, particular events related to M2M devices’s mobility, an analysis step is fulfilled for temporal requirements checking. In case of possible violations, the M2M application end users will be notified via alarms. To do so, the proposed framework relies on an autonomic manager which is based on the IBM autonomic manager architecture reference [2]. The processing of our framework can be described as follows:

– Collecting the status information about the started connection between the M2M devices and the new network. This step is out of scope of this work.
– Modelling component based description of Publish/Subscribe M2M architecture taking into account the monitored temporal properties. We rely on graph-based representation [3] to model the Publish/Subscribe M2M system.

– Transforming the component based model to an event based one. In fact, our goal is to analyze the events of a mobile M2M system. More particularly, we focus on the timed properties analysis. We intend to verify that the events driven from the M2M based component system, satisfy hard temporal constraints throughout the execution of the M2M applications in a mobile context. So an event-based description is more suitable for the detection of temporal conflicts. We define a graph grammar with a set of transformation rules to process event-based model translation [3]. To compute model transformation, the GMTE (Graph Matching and Transformation Engine) [4] is used. Once the transformation is complete, we proceed to the verification of the non-violation of the temporal properties with the UPPAAL model checker [5]. Temporal requirements of data transmission between events publishers and subscribers are specified as CTL (Calculation Tree Logic) formulas and checked by UPPAAL.

– Considering the analyzer output and based on policies, the planner constructs the needed plans of actions to determine the appropriate alarms notifications related to M2M end users in case of temporal constraints violation.

– Finally, the executor checks the received actions’ plans and create alarms. In the use case of e-Health, we can distinguish between an sms alarm sent to the patient(s), however an email transmitted to the medical team.

A. Graph grammar for mobile Publish/Subscribe M2M systems

1) Temporal related requirements for mobile Publish/Subscribe M2M systems: Given that our objective is to design a mobile Publish/Subscribe M2M architecture where events take place within the required temporal delays, we define the following temporal properties for events’ analysis and validation:

– Transmission Time or the end-to-end time: It measures the time which a sensed data takes to be transported from the source to the broker. We distinguish between Request Transmission Time (abbreviated TT\textsubscript{Req}) and Response Transmission Time (abbreviated TT\textsubscript{Resp}).

– Execution Time: It represents the time taken to perform processing. It is abbreviated ET.

– Response Time: It measures the time between the service call and its acquittal. For example, for a server, the response time represents the elapsed time between receipt of the request and when the response is returned. It is abbreviated RT.

– Service Time: It measures the required time to prepare an event to be sent to a set of subscribers. It is abbreviated ST.

– Waiting Time: It measures the waiting time for an event to be send to a group of interested consumers. We define a different waiting time (abbreviated WT) for each topic.

– Routing Time: The time needed to send notification for a group of subscribers. It is abbreviated RoT.

– Arrival Rate: It is the mean number of arrivals (events) per unit of time. We define a different arrival rate (abbreviated AR\textsubscript{T}) for each producer by topic.

– Monitoring Period: It represents our time constraint which is abbreviated MP\textsubscript{T}. We want to check, at run time upon detection of displacement of the M2M device to a new network with different temporal properties, that the following temporal constraint remains valid: a consumer requires to receive an event in a Period P of its issue. If the event is received after this period, it is no longer valid. We note that a consumer can specify, according to its requirements, a different period for each topic on which it is subscribed.

2) Proposed graph grammar for mobile Publish/Subscribe M2M communications: To describe software architectures, graphs have the advantage of providing both intuitive and formally based formalism to describe a wide range of architectural structures. Graph-based models guarantee the correctness by construction of a software architecture by providing formal means for consistency’s preservation such as graph grammars and graph rewriting rules [3].

A system configuration can be modelled using attributed graph, where vertices represent entities or events and edges specify their relationships. In the following, we give a general definition of a graph grammar.

Definition: Graph Grammar

A graph grammar is defined as a system \(< AX; NT; T; P >\) where:

– AX is the axiom;

– NT is a set of non-terminal vertices;

– T is a set of terminal vertices; and

– P is a set of graph grammar productions.

An instance of a graph grammar is obtained starting from the axiom AX by applying a sequence of productions P and where there is not non-terminal vertices.

Since we are interested on events’ temporal properties checking, we define a graph grammar and rewriting rules to transform a component view to an event-based description of Publish/Subscribe architecture in the context of mobile M2M communications.

We study a Publish / Subscribe architecture composed by N producers, M consumers and a queues’s server. For component-based model, we consider four types of components corresponding to server, producer, consumer and topic. We consider that each node is identified by a unique identifier and a set of structural properties (e.g: the machine where is deployed on) and temporal properties defined previously. These nodes are defined as non-terminal in the graph grammar.

We consider two types of links between components: 1) The first concerns the communication links that connect a consumer or a producer to a server, 2) the second concerns the relationship of deployment, publication and subscription linking a topic respectively to a server, producer and consumer. The communication edges are attributes with the following properties: Request Transmission Time and Response Transmission Time. As to the second category of links, we consider these temporal properties: the Wait Time (associated to each Topic deployed on the Server), the Arrival Rate (corresponding to the arrival rate of a producer to a topic), the Monitoring Period (associated to a required period specified by a consumer to receive an event).

The terminal nodes describe events. We consider that each node is identified by a unique identifier. We distinguish the following classes of events: “sending\_evt”, ”reception\_evt”, ”reception\_ack”, ”query\_processing”, ”determination_subscribers” (the determination of the
We define the following graph grammar taking into account terminal and non terminal terms’ characterization:

\( GG = (G, NT, T, P) \)

where:

- **G** is the graph where nodes represent components.
- **NT** = \( N(id_S, \text{"Server"}, idMachine_S, ET_S, RT_S, RoT_S, ST_S), N(id_P, \text{"Producer"}, idMachine_P, ET_P, RT_P), \) N(id_C, \"Consumer\", idMachine_C, ET_C, RT_C), N(id_T, \"Topic\", TV), N(\"Temp\")
- **T** = \( N(id_{re}, \"sending EVT\", id_P, TV), N(id_{re}, \"reception EVT\", id_P, TV), N(id_{re}, \"reception ACK\", id_P, id_{re}, TV), N(id_{ap}, \"query processing\"), N(id_{ap}, \"determination subscribers\", RoT_S, WT, TV), N(id_{sn}, \"sending notification\", TV), N(id_{sn}, \"reception notification\", id_C, id_{se}, TV, MPf_P) \)
- **P** = \{ p₁, p₂, p₃, p₄, p₅, p₆, p₇, p₈, p₉, p₁₀, p₁₁ \}

The specifications that have been elaborated for the relationships to be initiated or for a node to be instantiated, as well as how to do it, are described by the transformations rules of the graph grammar.

### B. Verification using UPPAL model checker

As said previously, our objective is to validate temporal properties of M2M Publish/Subscribe configurations. To do so, we rely on model checking techniques [6] and we use the UPPAL model checker. We transform the obtained event-based graph instance to a timed automata using an XML parser that we have developed.

Once the UPPAL description is provided, we proceed to generating the CTL formulas corresponding to the temporal properties. We seek to check for instance if there exists a final state associated to a consumer in which the time required to receive an event is less than the monitoring period specified by the consumer. To this end, we consider the event-based graph's edges tagged with const_link attribute and the value of the associated monitoring period. An example of UPPAL implementation of such temporal property is: \( E (E \langle Process.final.c1 \& \& t \langle 400 \rangle ) \) that means: a consumer c1 requires to receive an event in a Period P less than 400ms of its issue.

### III. EXPERIMENTATIONS

The objective of this section is to show the feasibility and study the scalability of the proposed approach. We consider a healthcare emergency situation where a remote medical team requires a hard real-time transmission of medical data. We started by a configuration deploying two producers (the electrocardiogram and the oximeter sensors), two topics (blood pressure, and cardiac tracing) and three consumers representing the attending doctor, the emergency care and the outpatient clinics’ monitoring applications. In this case, the medical team monitors one patient. To evaluate scalability, the number of monitored producers (sensors) has been increased from 2 to 50 which means that the number of monitored patients has risen. The experimental performance evaluation focuses on the execution time. The results, shown in table I, demonstrate that the execution time to handle verification is in the order of ms seconds. These results remain acceptable in particular if we consider that the case where 50 sensors are moving simultaneously is very infrequent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Execution</th>
<th>Producers</th>
<th>Execution Time (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3720</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a formal verification approach of mobile Publish/Subscribe M2M communications considering temporal requirements. Our approach is based on the following steps: collection of the temporal properties of the started connection between an M2M device and the server once a M2M device localization changes, event-modeling of Publish/Subscribe systems taking into account the monitored temporal properties, checking of temporal constraints related to data transmission and triggering alarms in the case of non-compliance of temporal related requirements. The architecture transformation is specified and ruled using graph rewriting models and the temporal properties are checked using model checking mechanisms. The models elaborated in this paper have been illustrated in a healthcare business case where temporal properties are a critical factor since there are many situations in which a communication should be delayed to save the life of the patient.

As future work, we plan to extend the proposed work by adaptation features to handle the violations. Moreover, we propose to enrich our temporal verification of Publish/Subscribe M2M communications with additional constraints.
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